Season 1
- Lost and Found
- A Telling Silence
- The Dance
- Second Chances
- Change of Heart
- Rules of Engagement

Season 2
- Trials of the Heart
- Heart and Soul
- Heart of the Family
- Heart and Home
- Follow Your Heart
- It Begins with Heart

Season 3
- Troubled Hearts
- Heart of a Hero
- Forever in My Heart
- Hearts in Question

Season 4
- Heart of Faith
- Heart of Truth
- Heart of Community
- Heart of a Teacher
- Healing Heart
- Heart of the Secret

Season 5
- Heart of the Homecoming
- Hearts and Minds
- Home is Where the Heart Is
- My Heart is Yours
- Weather the Storm
- Close to My Heart

Special - The Wishing Tree

Season 6
- The Greatest Blessing
- The Queen of Hearts